This study focused on the identity and proficiency of the profession of architecture via characters of "architect", "student of architecture" and "having ambition to become an architect" in various films. Conclusions have been drawn about the professional applications and architectural life from the cinematographic level regarding the architect characters and their jobs via the seven films and a total of eleven different architect characters studied. This study aims to revise, through the cinema, the questions of what does an architect do? How does an architect work? What are the tools that an architect uses? How does an architect create their works? What is the mental map of an architect like? In short, who is an architect? New conclusions have been drawn, via a total of eleven different characters of architects in seven films, about architects and architects' job from the cinematographic level to Professional practice and architectural life.
architectural circles due to his modern style and is not in much favor. When Henry Cameron goes bankrupt, Roark opens a small office for himself. He is in constant conflict with his employers as he does not make concessions on unique and functional architecture. Roark has accepted the Cortland residences project, which is a large scale project, on condition that no alterations will be made to it. However, when he sees the alterations made in practice, he dynamites his own project. He is found not guilt by the court as he has made an impressive defense advocating the architect's copyrights. Roak is broke but prefers closing down his office and working in a quarry to making concessions on architecture. The other architect character in the film, Peter Keating, is Roak's classmate and exact opposite, who uses architecture as a tool for earning money and fame, lacks talent but is successful as he is ready to make concessions. The fact that Ariadne, a character in the film Inception is a young woman with a superior talent for design and at the same a student of architecture gives a conscious message, and performs "mental architecture". Dom Cobb (Leonardo DiCaprio) is an ex-architect who, during a dream when the mind is at its most indefensible, is specialized in bringing out valuable secrets in the depths of subconsciousness and stealing them. As a result of this, Dom becomes an international spy and a fugitive. Dom's ability to steal ideas has caused him to lose all that he loves including his family and job. Dom is given a last job that might help him get out of the situation he is in and give him back his past life. Dom sets up a professional team with special skills for this task. The job is not to steal the idea but to infuse it. On the other hand, a gifted student of architecture, Ariadne, undertakes the job of designing the spaces of layers of dreams. Ariadne has accepted this dangerous and illegal job because she has been unable to resist the experience of "pure creativity". Ariadne is a character who learns fast, and does not hesitate to take risks in the name of creative experience.
THE LAKE 2006
The film, which puts the classic movie theme "love born Tom has studied architecture, loves it at heart but has opted for another kind of design rather than architecture as he lacks self-confidence. Via him, the relationship between architecture and the city is depicted through sketches.
The film tells the 500-day-story story of Tom, a young man who has studied architecture and makes a living working as a writer in a greeting card company, and Summer, a young woman not having faith in love who works as secretary to the company. Not having a linear story, the film shows scenes from the 500-day-stroy without sticking to a chronological order. While the 500 days are told, a "passing screen" shows which day is being shown before the scenes begin and whether that day is a good one or a bad one can be understood from the colors used. Truman wants to escape and get in touch with reality and therefore leaves the stage for freedom bowing to the audiences, facing his biggest fears and risking death.
THE ARCHITECTS AND ENDEAVORS OF ARCHITECTS FROM FILM FRAMES
Conclusions have been drawn about the professional applications and architectural life from the cinematographic level regarding the architect characters and their jobs via the seven films and a total of eleven different architect characters studied. The sub-headings here have been determined on the basis of the internal dynamics of the films.
How does an architect work?
It is seen that the architects in the films usually express themselves through sketches and drawings in professional dimension. In The Fountainhead', Howard Roak is seen throughout the film with paper and pen in his hand making sketches and drawings at a white flat table. Although occasionally we see Roak as a businessman in a suit at stressful business meetings with employers, a bureaucrat defending himself at courtrooms making long defense speeches in the name of his profession, or as a worker with a tool he uses to bore stones and dressed in dungarees, the general image of him is one of an architect engaged in sketches and drawings. He prefers to make presentations to employers with elaborate and well-proportioned sketches on which he put his signature ( Figure 1 ). The architect character in the film 500 Days of Summer is depicted as making drawings and sketches. In the film, in every scene connected with architecture, Tom helps us have an idea of his architectural visual thinking and drawing skills by drawing a silhouette of the city on Summer's arm as well as making sketches on paper. Another show of his sketching skill is portrayed when he draws a skyscraper he has designed on a giant blackboard in the bedroom. At the end of the Expectations -Reality scene, having realized that Summer has been engaged, Tom leaves the house in disappointment, and begins to walk but suddenly stops in the middle of the street and he and the street take the form of sketch drawing, being erased subsequently. In this scene, how Tom, who is a character not performing architecture though he loves it but defines himself with reference to buildings, feels non-existent upon learning that the woman he loves has been engaged to marry is expressed through the image of the city around him losing its existence by being erased. In other words, we see an architect who In the film Life as A House, on the other hand, the model replaces the sketch in the expression of architecture. The model is an important architectural technique for expression enabling a perceptive ease. George Monroe, the chief character who undertakes the job of making models in an architecture firm, prefers to improve his talent in this field. For George, the architectural models he makes is a way of getting rid of the ordinary and worthless burdens imposed on him by life. Architectural models appear as a passion performed with patience.
The process of how hand-made models have lost their appeal in the face of three-dimensional digital modeling is pointed out at the beginning of the film ( Figure 5 ). Figure 7. In the film Un Amaour de Jeunesse, students of architecture implement their projects via models Apart from drawings, sketches and models, we see that in the films 500 Days of Summer and The Lake House, architects enjoy walking around the city to watch the buildings they like best, explore their details and making observations regarding the buildings in the city.
In 500 Days of Summer, Tom sits at his "favorite spot" in Los Angeles, a bench, and watches the Continental Building for hours. He sits on the roof of a building and makes sketches of buildings in the sunlight, which changes throughout the day. In The Lake House, Alex likes, on a day when the lights are very clear, walking in the streets of the city and "touching" the details of the buildings. Observing the city they live from an archaeological perspective and thus feeding their visual memory is a method of working that architects often resort to. We also witness life at the construction site within the working conditions and methods of architects in the films. In some scenes from the film The Lake House, we see Alex's life at the construction site. The architect is defined as someone who undertakes the job of preparing the work schedule, coordination, material selection and task distribution and keeps the work going (Figure 8 ). At the scene in the film The Fountainhead where Dominique goes to see Roark, life at the construction site is shown briefly. In the film Un Amaour de Jeunesse, the loves affair between Lorenz, who teaches at an architecture school, and his student Camille evolves into a business partnership. Camille and Lorenz begin to work together on a restoration project. The design of a detail which the architect has produced spontaneously by drawing on the wall using an object he has found on the ground to solve a detail at the construction site where restoration is being performed is impressive in that it shows the dynamism and liveliness of life at the construction site ( Figure 9 ). Apart from the partially stereotyped lives of architects involving sketches, drawings, models, working at a table and at the construction site, we also see modern architectural working conditions and methods that have quite a predictive power in the films. In the film Inception, Ariadne provides inspiration for the world of architecture by making her designs in an environment quite different from that of the working conditions that architects often use.
The young student of architecture describes her designs in her dreams. When a bridge is dreamed of, a physical bridge is created. She climbs endless stairs, which are a paradox in the physical world, and conducts experiments of design concerning what might happen if she furnishes the city with mirrors (the mirror command in CAD programs). Although she works in this manner in her dreams, in the physical world, she shares her dreams with others using models, sketches and models in three-dimensional computer programs (Figure 10 ).
Figure 10. Inception and mental architecture
Truman Show is, just like Inception, a film that almost goes beyond the limits of the definition, endeavors and borders of architecture. The architect character in Truman Show is a film producer and director. Architect Christof has designed the island of Seahaven, which is a world within the world, as a film set under a dome for the project which began with idea of having people watch a person's life live from the beginning to the end. The island is a stage and everybody plays their part every day in a specific circle. Here, the architect defines himself like God (Figure11). He has rain fall whenever he wants, has the sun rise whenever he likes and organizes many natural phenomena like this. On this island, the architect is a designer of not only buildings and the shape of the island but at the same time lives. Though not as extreme as in Truman Show, we encounter this quality of architectural management and organization in the film The Lake House. The father, who is an architect, is one who manages and directs a work group involving his sons. In the same film, again, the quality of the architect as a manager is enhanced with the quality of writing. Simon Wyler, as an experienced architect, believes in the importance of passing on his experiences to the posterity. Therefore, the architect is also a person who writes books, and conveys his works, sketches, ideas and sources of inspiration to the future generations.
The Architect-Employer Relationship
It is possible to get an idea of how architects are given jobs and establish relationships with employers from the films. Our idealist architect in The Fountainhead, Howard Roak does not concede to the wishes of his clients who insist on making historic additions or deletions to his modern architectural work proposals and loses those jobs although he has not got a job contract for more than a year and is almost about to close his office for economic reasons.
When employers say "you have not done business for months; this is your last chance; you can never find clients", he responds saying "I will not make drawings to gain clients; I gain clients to make drawings", which emphasizes that in fact process is as important as result (Figure 12) . However, Peter Keating, in the same film again, is a character who has voluntarily submitted himself to the taste of the employer, copies historical buildings, and has not concerns about good design; instead, he is an architect who produces works for with fame and wealth in mind. Keating argues that one cannot survive without making concessions, one has to make drawings compatible with people's wishes and that one can attain a good position in one's career if one gives people what they want. While Roak fights against economic problems, the society and the courts, Keating is billowing in wealth, fame and praise.
In the Lake House, Kate Forster consults and asks Wyler Architecture Office to restore the house she would like to live in. From the dialogues in those scenes, one gets the opinion that the architect is someone who makes old items usable again for people, gives life to old things, makes people happy and puts on paper others' dreams then implements them. In the film The Lake House, architect presents his ideas to his employer in the form of drawings but unlike Howard, considers it a virtue to listen to clients' ideas and demands and make the necessary alterations in accordance with their demands. The film The Lake House lays before eyes various aspects of architecture, and by ending the final scene in a frame where the House and two happy people going to it, emphasizes that architecture is an endeavor aimed at bringing happiness to people (Figure 13 ).
Figure13.
The reconciliatory attitude that the architect assumes towards the employer for whom the design is made (The Lake House)
When the student of architecture in Inception, Ariadne, is offered an unusual job of "designing a dream", although the employer first puts her to a strange "test of labyrinth design" and she sees that it is a dangerous thing to surfing one's subconscious and that the purpose of the job offered is illegal, she cannot refuse the experience defined as "pure creativity". When, in the film Inception, a group of people who enters people's dreams and steals their ideas/infuses ideas in them holds a meeting with Ariadne, a student of architecture, to help them, she asks them "what has this got to do with architecture?", to which they respond with a counter question "someone has to design dreams, don't they?", which demonstrates the deep-rooted function of the architect and architecture. The architect character in the film is a utopian one who makes analyses, changes, brings into life or destroys.
The fact that architects cannot refuse the opportunity of making designs in a world where physical rules do not apply is an example of the fact that architects sometimes accepts a job for the sake of process, not for the result (Figure 14) . down…", which clearly expresses the relationship between the architect and the design. While they are making their designs, they bear, perhaps without being aware of it, on the visual, mental, emotional, tactile and intellectual experiences they have gained throughout their lives.
Indeed, in the film The Fountainhead, Dominique finds it unbearable to live in the house which the architect she is in love has designed while she is married to another man because she has identified Howard's design with his identity and perceived the design as part of the architect.
In the film The Lake House, Alex, who lives in the lake house, is the son of architect Simon Wyler, the designer of the house, and is himself an architect, describes the house as "a glass box from which you can see everything around but cannot touch. Beautiful but incomplete" and adds "it totally reflects my father". The lake house has been designed by architect Simon
Wyler, but his son architect Alex has added his own style to it. The transparent house built on the lake is a sign that the architect does not even draw a line without a reason or move a stone again without a reason. It is emphasized that the reason why the tree right in the middle of the lake house is there is linked to the building of dreams and concepts. The dialogue in the film between Alex and Simon Wyler on the design of a museum needs to be dwelt on so that we can understand the issues the architect of the design concentrates on. From the conversations between the father and the son, who are at the same time two colleagues, one understands that it is the architects who, in pursuit of the most beautiful, the best and the ideal, imagine the light, the material, the space and the people, and hence make their designs accordingly.
The architect character in the film Life as a House, George Monroe makes models in an architecture firm. After the shock he has got when he is dismissed from his job as computer modelings have replaced models, he learns that he has only numbered days to live.
He decides to realize the dream of building his own house, which he has postponed for twenty years, and thanks to the construction of this house that the pieces of his scattered life, including his son, who is grappling with the problems of adolescence, and his ex-wife, all come together.
He will demolish, with his very hands, the old house, which he hates due to all the memories of his youth plagued by his father's bad treatment of him, and again with his own hands he will build the house of his dreams. The house comes to represent almost a reconstruction of dreams once ruined. Even when he is in the grip of death, George Monroe defines, as an architect, this house to his son as something he has himself designed and something he will leave behind proudly after his death. George defines himself via this house, which he has designed and built, In the film 500 Days of Summer, the architect is depicted as having an ordinary life. He experiences failure, seeks ways of fighting, and makes psychological analyses and syntheses on an architectural task in which he prepares the skyline of the city (Figure 16 ). -The sketch is a way of thinking and communicating for an architect.
-Architects make sketches on every surface where they can express themselves in the course of daily life -By drawing the skyline of a city, architects express their visual ideas via sketches.
-Thinking via sketches, creating sketches and communicating with sketches is a way of existence for an architect  Drawing -An architect produces presentations of sketches accompanied by plans, cross-sections and frontal technical drawings -An architect stands opposite the space, sees it, feels it and speaks through his drawings. -Architects hang around in the streets of a city on a day when the light is crystal clear and "touch" the details of buildings -Architectural observations of cities where architects live and thus feeding visual memory is a working method often used by architects.
 Other Methods of Working
Apart from the partially traditionalized work of architects involving sketches, drawings, models, and desk job as well as their lives at construction sites, we also see contemporary and highly predictive architectural methods and conditions of work in films. Architects possess the skills to design a mental world and even spaces of dreams.
-Architectural characters can be film producers and directors.
-Architects design not only buildings and the shape of the island but also lives of people.
-Architects are writers as well as directors.
-Architects are people who write books and convey their works, sketches, ideas and sources of inspiration to future generations.
The relationships of architects with employers
It is observed that architects establish relationships with employers in four different ways; -Architects may display a contentious relationship with employers for whom they work; they may avoid making concessions to clients even at the expense of losing a job saying, "I do not make drawings to gain customers; I gain customers to make drawings", which shows that they take the process as seriously as they do the result.
-Another architect character is one who has voluntarily submitted himself to the wishes of the employer. He copies historical buildings, and performs his job with a focus on fame and wealth rather than design.
-Another attitude taken by architects involves a conciliatory relationship they establish with employers. Architects present his ideas to the employer in the form of drawings, listen to the customers' ideas and demands and consider it a virtue to make alterations in accordance with their wishes. It is emphasized that architects work to ensure people's happiness.
-Some architects can accept jobs defined sometimes as "pure creativity" for the sake of the process rather than the result.
Architects' relationships with their designs
-Architects perceive their designs as part of their self. It seems that architects tend to identify their job with their identity. It is not possible to consider products manufactured as a result of a creative process separately from their designers. While they are making their designs, architects, perhaps without being aware of it, make use of their visual, mental, emotional, tactile and intellectual experiences.
-In the films, as a creative activity, architecture is shown to be a source of life and a cure against love pains and depression. Architecture is seen as a way of recreating one's self.
-The fact that an architect has dynamited his own building as they have not remained faithful to his design is associated with respect for one's design and the self.
-Architects and architecture are presented in such a way as to touch upon the realities of life.
